Continuous (clustered) proportion data often arise in various domains of medicine and public health where the response variable of interest is a proportion (or percentage) quantifying disease status for the cluster units, ranging between zero and one. However, due to the presence of relatively disease-free as well as highly diseased subjects in any study, the proportion values can lie in the interval [0, 1]. While Beta regression can be adapted for assessing covariate effects here, it's versatility is often challenged due to the presence/excess of zeros and ones because the Beta support lies in the interval (0, 1). To circumvent this, we augment the probabilities of zero and one with the Beta density, controlling for the clustering effect. Our approach is Bayesian with the ability to borrow information across various stages of the complex model hierarchy, and produces a computationally convenient framework amenable to available freeware. The marginal likelihood is tractable, and can be used to develop Bayesian case-deletion influence diagnostics based on q-divergence measures. Both simulation studies and application to a real dataset from a clinical periodontology study quantify the gain in model fit and parameter estimation over other adhoc alternatives, and provide quantitative insight into assessing the true covariate effects on the proportion responses.
Introduction
Clinical studies often generate proportion data where the response of interest is continuous and confined in the interval (0, 1), such as percentages, proportions, fractions and rates Kieschnick & McCullough (2003) . Examples include proportion of nucleotides that differ for a given sequence or gene in foot-and-mouth disease Branscum et al. (2007) , the percent decrease in glomerular filtration rate at various follow-up times since baseline Song & Tan (2000) , etc. With the usual fidelity towards the usual Gaussian assumptions for model errors, one might here be tempted enough to fit a linear regression model to assess the response-covariate relationship Qiu et al. (2008) . However, this leads to misleading conclusions by ignoring the range constraints in the responses. The logistic-normal model of Aitchison (1986) include zero and one in its support in a similar spirit of Hatfield et al. (2012) . In addition, following the pioneering work of Cook (1986) , we develop case-deletion and local influence diagnostics to assess the effect of outliers on the parameter estimates. Our approach is Bayesian, with the ability to borrow information across various stages of the complex model hierarchy, and produces a computationally convenient framework amenable to available freeware like WinBUGS.
The rest of the article proceeds as follows. After a brief introduction to the BR model, Section 2 introduces the ZOAB-RE model, and develops the Bayesian estimation scheme. Section 3 presents Bayesian model selection tools and related case influence diagnostics. Section 4 applies the proposed ZOAB-RE model to the motivating data, and uses Bayesian model selection and outlier detection tools to select the best model. It also summarizes and discusses the estimation of the fixed effects, and other related model parameters. Section 5 presents a simulation study assessing the finite sample performance of our method with another competing transformation-based model. Conclusions and future developments appear in Section 6.
Statistical Model and Bayesian Inference 2.1 Beta Regression model
The Beta distribution is often the model of choice for fitting continuous data restricted in the interval (0,1) due to the flexibility it provides in terms of the variety of shapes it can accommodate. The probability density function of a Beta distributed random variable Y parameterized in terms of its mean µ(0 < µ < 1) and a precision parameter ϕ (ϕ > 0) is given by
where Γ(.) denotes the gamma function, E(Y ) = µ, and Var(Y ) = µ(1−µ)
1+ϕ . Therefore, for a fixed value of the mean µ, higher values of ϕ leads to a reduction of Var(Y ) and conversely. If Y has pdf as in (1), we write Y ∼ beta(µϕ ; (1 − µ)ϕ Verkuilen (2006) via another set of link functions g 2 , such that g 2 (ϕ i ) = z T i α, where z i is a covariate vector (not necessarily similar to x i ) and α is the corresponding vector of regression parameters. Similar to x i , z i also accommodates an intercept. Both g 1 and g 2 are strictly monotonic, and twice differentiable. Choices of g 1 includes the logit specification g 1 (µ i ) = log{µ i /(1 − µ i )}, the probit function g 1 (µ i ) = Φ −1 (µ i ) where Φ(.) is the standard normal density, the complimentary log-log function g 1 (µ i ) = log{−log(1 − µ i )} among others, and for g 2 , the log function g 2 (ϕ i ) = log(ϕ ), the square-root function g 2 (ϕ i ) = √ ϕ i , and the identity function g 2 (ϕ i ) = ϕ i (with special attention to the positivity of the estimates) Simas et al. (2010) . Estimation follows via either the (classical) maximum likelihood (ML) route Ferrari & Cribari-Neto (2004) ; Smithson & Verkuilen (2006) through Gauss-Hermite quadratures available in the betareg library in R Zeileis et al. (2010 ), or Bayesian Branscum et al. (2007 through Gibbs sampling.
Zero-and-one augmented Beta random effects model
The BR model described above only applies for observations that are independent, and moreover it is suitable only for responses lying in (0, 1). However, for our motivating periodontal proportion dataset, the responses pertaining to a particular subject are clustered in nature, and lie bounded in [0, 1]. We now develop a ZOAB model to address both the bounded support problem, and the clustered data. Our proposition comprises a three-part mixture distribution, with degenerate point masses at 0 and 1, and a Beta density to have the support of
where p 0 ≥ 0 denotes the probability Y i = 0, p 1 ≥ 0 denotes the probability Y i = 1, 0 ≤ p 0 + p 1 ≤ 1 and f (y|µ, ϕ ) is given in (1). The mean and variance of Y i is given by
The ZOAB-RE model is now defined as follows. Let Y 1 , . . . , Y n be n independent continuous random vectors, where Y i = (y i1 , . . . , y in i ) is the vector of length n i for the sample unit i, with the components y i j ∈ [0, 1]. Next, the covariates can be regressed over a suitably transformed µ i j as above, such that
where X i is the design matrix of dimension p × n i corresponding to the vector of fixed effects β = (β 1 , . . . , β p ) ⊤ , and Z i is the design matrix of dimension q × n i corresponding to REs vector
Choice of link functions for g 1 remain the same as in Subsection 2.1, however, we prefer to use the logit link for our model development. In this study, we are more interested in the 'at-risk' population, i.e. where the proportion responses are in (0, 1). Our motivating dataset on Gullah-speaking African-Americans is homogenous in nature (everyone has Type-2 diabetes), hence the extreme (boundary) responses (0's and 1's) representing 'no-disease' and 'completelydiseased' states are assumed to be representative of two distinct, but homogenous categories. For efficient parameterization, we choose to use p 0 , p 1 , and ϕ (the dispersion parameter) as constants in further model development, however relaxing those to be to be p 0i j , p 1i j , and ϕ i j , and estimation using priors on these parameters, or regressing those to model covariates through appropriate link functions (say, logit/probit/cloglog for p 0i j and p 1i j , and log for ϕ i j ) is certainly possible. Thus, we define our ZOAB-RE model as
Data likelihood
Let Ω = (p 0 , p 1 , ϕ , β ) denote the parameter vector in this ZOAB-RE model. The primary goal here is to estimate Ω, and to derive inference on β adjusting for the effects of clustering. Considering the RE design matrix Z i to be an identity matrix, our observed sample for n subjects is (y 1 , X 1 ), . . . , (y n , X n ), with y i as the response vector for subject i. The joint data likelihood (without integrating out the random-effects b i ) is given as:
where
Although ML estimation of Ω is feasible via maximizing the loglikelihood given in (4) using standard softwares (SAS, R, etc), challenges remain, such as finding standard errors in multiparameter problems, and having samples of small to moderate size where the asymptotic theory of MLE may not apply. Recent developments in Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods facilitate easy and straightforward implementation of the Bayesian paradigm through conventional software such as WinBUGS. The Bayesian approach accommodates full parameter uncertainty through appropriate prior choices supported with proper sensitivity investigations, and provides direct probability statement about a parameter through credible intervals (C.I.) Dunson (2001) . Next, we investigate the choice of priors on our model parameters to conduct Bayesian inference.
Priors, hyperpriors and posterior distributions
We specify practical weakly informative prior opinion on the fixed effects regression parameters β , and non-informative opinion on β 0 , the proportions p 0 and p 1 , the dispersion parameter ϕ , and the random effects b i . Specifically, we assign weakly informative i.i.d Normal(0, Precision = 0.01) priors on the elements of β , which centers the 'odds-ratio' type inference at 1 with a sufficiently wide 95% interval. For the intercept term β 0 , we associate a skeptical flat prior Normal(0, Precision = 0.001). Priors for p 0 and p 1 are: p 0 ∼ Uniform(0, 1) and p 1 ∼ Uniform(0, 1− p 0 ); ϕ ∼ Gamma(0.1, 0.01). Prior on b i is zero mean Normal with precision = 1/σ 2 b ), where 1/σ 2 b ∼ Gamma(0.01, 0.01). Although multivariate specifications (multivariate zero mean vector with inverted-Wishart covariance) are certainly possible, we stick to simple (and independent) choices.
The posterior conclusions will be based on the joint posterior distribution of all the model parameters (conditional on the data), and is obtained combining the log-likelihood given in (4), and the joint prior densities using the Bayes' Theorem:
where π j (.), j = 0, . . . , 5 denote the prior/hyperprior distributions on the model parameters as described above. The relevant the MCMC steps (combination of Gibbs sampling and Metropoliswithin-Gibbs) was implemented using the R2WinBUGS packageSturtz et al. (2005) which connects the R with the WinBUGS software. After discarding 40000 burn-in samples, we used 40000 more samples (with a spacing of 2) from 2 independent chains with widely dispersed starting values for posterior summaries. Convergence was monitored via MCMC chain histories, autocorrelation and crosscorrelation, density plots, and the Brooks-Gelman-Rubin potential scale reduction factor R, all available in the R coda library Cowles & Carlin (1996) . Associated R2WinBUGS code is available on request from the corresponding author.
3 Bayesian model selection and influence diagnostics
Model selection and assessments
We use the conditional predictive ordinate (CPO) statistic Carlin & Louis (2008) for our model selection, derived from the posterior predictive distribution (ppd). Let D be the full data, D (−i) the data with the ith observation deleted, and θ , our parameter vector defined as θ = (β , p 0 , p 1 , ϕ , σ 2 ). We denote the posterior density of θ θ θ , given D (−i) by π(θ θ θ |D (−i) ). For the i-th observation, the
. In absence of a closed form, a Monte Carlo estimate of CPO i can be obtained using a harmonic-mean approximation Dey et al. (1997) as
, where θ θ θ 1 , . . . , θ θ θ Q is a post burn-in sample of size Q from π(θ θ θ |D). A summary statistic of the CPO i 's is the log pseudo-marginal likelihood
. Larger values of LPML indicates better fit. Because the harmonic-mean identity can be unstable Raftery et al. (2007) , we consider a more pragmatic route and compute the CPO (and associated LPML) statistics using 500 non-overlapping blocks of the Markov chain, each of size 2000 post-convergence (i.e., after discarding the initial burn-in samples), and report the expected LPML computed over the 500 blocks.
Some other measures, like the DIC, EAIC and EBIC Carlin & Louis (2008) can also be used. Because of the mixture framework in our ZOAB-RE model, we use the DIC 3 Celeux et al. (2006) measure, which is an alternative to DIC Spiegelhalter et al. (2002) . This is defined as 
be the MCMC posterior sample generated at the iteration q of the algorithm, q = 1, . . . , Q. The first expectation in this expression can be approximated by
, as recommended by Celeux et al. (2006) , the second term in the expression can be approximated by
. The EAIC and EBIC can be estimated as EAIC = −2D + 2ν and EBIC = −2D + ν log n. where ν is the number of parameters in the model, n is the number of observations and D defined above. Model selection follows the 'lower is better' law, i.e., the model with the lowest value for these criteria gets selected.
To determine model adequacy after selecting the best model, we use discrepancy measures based on ppd. If y pr denotes the predictive data vector, then the ppd is given by p(y pr |y) = ∫ p(y pr |θ )p(θ |y)dθ . Samples from the ppd are replicates of the observed model generated data. If the observed value is extreme relative to the reference ppd, there is some concern with respect to model adequacy. We consider three discrepancy measures: (a) the mean statistic
While T 1 assesses the overall fit, T 2 and T 3 are responsible for the tails. Then, the Bayesian p-value Gelman et al. (2004) is defined as the number of times T i (y pr , θ ) exceeds
A very large p-value (> 0.95), or a very small (< 0.05) both signals model misspecification.
Bayesian case influence diagnostics
In this section, we develop some influence diagnostics measures to study the impact of outliers on fixed effects parameter estimates motivated by data perturbation schemes based on casedeletion statistics of Cook & Weisberg (1982) . A common way of quantifying influence with and without a given subset of data is to use the q-divergence measures Csisz et al. (1967); Weiss (1996) between posterior distributions. Consider a subset I with k elements from the whole dataset with n elements. When the subset I is deleted from the data y, we denote the eliminated data as y I and the remaining data as y (−I) . Then, the perturbation function for deletion cases can be written as
The q-divergence measure between two arbitrary densities π 1 and π 2 for θ is defined as
, is obtained by considering π 1 (θ ) = π 1 (θ |y (−I) ) and π 2 (θ ) = π(θ |y), and can be written as d q (I) = E θ |y {q(p(θ ))}, where the expectation is taken with respect to the unperturbed posterior distribution. For various choices of the q(·) function, we have, for example, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence when q(z) = − log(z), the J-distance (symmetric version of the KL divergence) when q(z) = (z − 1) log(z), and the L 1 -distance when q(z) = |z − 1|. Note that, d q (I) defined above precludes itself from quantifying a cut-off point beyond which an observation can be considered influential. Hence, we use the calibration method Peng & Dey (1995) , where the probability function of a biased coin is given by π 1 (x | p) = p x (1 − p) 1−x , with x = 0, 1, while that of an unbiased coin is fixed at π 2 (
, where d q (p) increases as p moves away from 0.5, and is symmetric and reaches its minimum value at 0.5. Consequently, if we consider p ≥ 0.90 (or p ≤ 0.10) indicative of a strong 
Data analysis and findings
In this section, we apply our proposed ZOAB-RE model to our motivating periodontal data. We start with a short description of the dataset. A study assessing the status and progression of PD among Gullah-speaking African-Americans with Type-2 diabetes was conducted at MUSC via. a detailed questionnaire focusing on demographics, social, medical and dental history. The dataset contain records on 28 teeth (considered full dentition, excluding the 4 third-molars) from 290 subjects, where we focus on quantifying the extent and severity of PD with respect to tooth-types. Our response is: 'The proportion of diseased tooth-sites (with CAL value ≥ 3mm), for each of the four tooth types, i.e., incisors, canines, pre-molars and molars, within a subject'. This gives rise to a clustered data framework, where each subject records 4 observations corresponding to the 4 toothtypes. Missing teeth was considered 'missing due to PD' where all sites for that tooth contributed to the diseased category. Subject-level covariables in this dataset include Gender (0=male,1= female), Age of subject at examination (in years), Glycosylated Hemoglobin (HbA1c) status indicator (0=controlled,< 7%; 1=uncontrolled,≥ 7%) and smoking status (0=non-smoker,1=smoker). The smokers category comprised of both the current and past smokers. We also considered a tooth-level variable, representing each of the four tooth-types, with 'Canine' as the baseline.
As observed in the density histogram in Figure 1 
where β 0 is the intercept, β 1 , . . . , β 7 are the regression parameters, and b i is the subject-level random effect term. Note that, here the model covariates are regressed over µ i j , which is a function of γ i j , the (conditional) mean E(Y i j |b i ) (γ i j = p 1 + (1 − p 0 − p 1 )µ i j ). Because γ i j is also constrained between 0 and 1, alternatively, one can consider regressing over γ i j . This leads to our choice of 2 competing models:
We also fit a non-augmented Beta regression model by transforming the data points y to y ′ via. the Lemon-squeezer (LS) transformation given by y ′ = [y(N − 1) + 1/2]/N Smithson & Verkuilen (2006) , and fit the above regressions to µ with the logit link. This is our (Model 3), or the LS model. Although other link functions (such as probit, cloglog, etc) are available, we currently restrict ourselves to the symmetric logit link for this paper whose adequacy is assessed later. Note that, Models 1 and 2 which fits the same dataset can be compared using the model choice criteria described in Section 3.1, but not Model 3 because it considers a transformed dataset. Hence, Model 3 is assessed using plots of empirical cumulative distribution functions (ecdfs) of the fitted values to determine how closely the fits resemble the true data.
In the absence of historical data/experiment, our prior choices follow the specifications described in Section 2.4. Table 2 presents the posterior parameter estimates obtained from fitting Models 1-3 to the dataset. The 95% CIs are presented only for Model 1 (our best model). For a visual illustration, Figure 2 (left panel) plots the posterior parameter medians, and the 95% CIs of the model parameters for Model 1. The gray intervals in Figure 2 (left panel) contains zero, and refer to nonsignificant covariates, the black intervals do not include zero and are considered significant at 5% level. The covariates Gender, Age, and the tooth-types appear significant to explain the proportion CAL responses. Conditional on the set of other covariates and REs, parameter interpretation of a covariate can be expressed in terms of its effect directly on µ i j , specifically
, and indirectly on the mean of the ZOAB-RE model γ i j which is related to µ i j . Here, µ i j can be defined as the 'condi-tional expected proportion of diseased sites, conditional on this proportion not being zero or one', and 1 − µ i j as the difference to complete disease. Hence, the results in Table 2 can be expressed as the number of times higher/lower the ratio of the conditional expected proportion of diseased sites to the difference to complete disease, is, with every unit increase (for a continuous covariate, such as Age), or a change in category say from 0 to 1 (for a discrete covariate, say Gender). For Age (a strong predictor of PD), this ratio is remarkable high, (exp(3.289) = 26.81, 95%CI = [7.41, 91.94]) times higher for every unit increase in Age. For Gender, we can conclude that this ratio is 43% lower for males as compared to females. Although study recruitment design was gender blind, females participated at a higher rate than the males, not unusual for studies on this population Johnson-Spruill et al. (2009); Bandyopadhyay et al. (2009) , and further patient navigator techniques are being developed to achieve better gender balance. The other significant covariates can be interpreted similarly. For example, this ratio is 8.60 times higher for molars as compared to the canines (the baseline), which confirms that the molars which are posteriorly located within the buccal cavity, usually have a higher proportion of diseased tooth-types as compared to the anterior canines. The estimates of p 0 and p 1 , 0.099 and 0.082 respectively, closely resemble the true proportion of zeros and ones in the data, and the estimate of ϕ is 7.602, with the 95%CI = [6. 79, 8.39 ]. Note that because γ i j is a monotone function of µ i j for fixed p 0 and p 1 (which is our case), a covariate that serves to increase µ also serves to increase γ. Hence, although our interpretation with µ is somewhat 'indirect' with respect to the response Y , the direction remains the same at the γ level. To investigate the adequacy of the logit link for our regression, we consider an empirical approach via plots of the linear predictor versus the predicted probability Hatfield et al. (2012) as depicted in Figure 2 . We consider ψ i j from Model 1, and divided it into 10 intervals containing roughly equal number of observations. We again plot the distribution of the inverse-logit transformed linear predictors (denoted by the black box-plots), representing the fitted mean µ i j of the non-zero-one responses. Next, we overlay the empirical distributions of the observed non-zero-one responses represented by the gray box-plots. From Figure 2 , we see no evidence of link misspecification, i.e., the shapes of the fitted and observed trends are similar. As mentioned earlier, one can definitely fit other link functions, however the convenient interpretations in terms of µ i j and γ i j are no longer valid for these fits.
A sensitivity analysis was also conducted on the prior assumptions for the random effects precision parameter (1/σ 2 b ), fixed effects precision, and for the proportions p 0 and p 1 . In particular, we allowed 1/σ 2 b ∼ Gamma(k, k), where k ∈ {0.001, 0.1}; the normal precision on the fixed effects be 0.1, 0.25 (which reflects an odds-ratio in between e −4 to e 4 ) and 0.001; p 0 ∈ Beta(a, b) , where a ∈ {1, 2, 3} and b ∈ {2, 3}, etc. We checked the sensitivity in the posterior estimates of β by changing one parameter at a time, and refitting Model 1. Although slight changes were observed in parameter estimates and model comparison values, results appear to be robust, and did not change conclusions regarding our best model, inference (and sign) of the fixed-effects, and the influential observations. Finally, to determine the effect of possible influential observations, we computed the q-divergence measures for the best model. Using the cut-offs described in Section 3.2, Figure 3 presents the KL, J and L 1 divergence values for the data points. Specifically, the subjects with id #s 4, 22, 86, 135, 159 and 285 are considered influential, because they exceed the specified thresholds. To quantify the impact of these observations, we refit the model by removing the data points successively, and also after removing all these influential points. Table 3 records the % change in parameter estimates as compared to the previous posterior estimates present in Table 2 . The two binary covariates 'Smoker' and 'HbA1c' are heavily impacted by these observations as compared to the other covariates, the parameter significance and sign of the coefficients remained the same.
Simulation Studies
In this section, we conduct a finite sample simulation study to investigate the consequences on parameter estimates after applying the LS transformation to the data in [0, 1]. Here, the goal is to compare between the mean squared error (MSE), relative bias, and coverage probability for the regression parameter estimates, obtained after fitting (a) our ZOAB-RE model (Model 1) and (b) the LS model (Model 3), for various sample sizes. For the data generation scheme, the location parameter µ i j is generated as: logit(
. . , 5 indicating a cluster of size 5, and various choices of sample sizes n = 50, 100, 150, 200. The parameters ϕ , p 0 and p 1 are considered constants, with values ϕ = 2, p 0 = 0.1 and p 1 = 0.1. The explanatory variables x i j = x i , are generated as independent draws from a Bernoulli(0.8), and regression parameters and variance components are fixed at: β 0 = 0.5, β 1 = −0.5, and σ 2 = 4. This generates y i j 's in (0, 1). The final step is to allocate the 0's, 1's, and the y i j ∈ (0, 1), with probabilities p 0 , p 1 and 1 − p 0 − p 1 , which is a result of two successive Bernoulli draws. In the first draw, we set the success probability (1 − p 0 − p 1 ) for a draw from y i j ∈ (0, 1), else it is either a 0 or 1. Conditional on this draw, we perform another Bernoulli draw with success probability
for the occurrence of a 1, else it is a 0. We simulated 100 such data sets, and fitted the ZOAB-RE and the SL models with similar prior choices as in the data analysis. With our parameter space θ = {β 0 , β 1 , σ 2 , p 0 , p 1 , ϕ }, and θ s an element of θ , we calculate the MSE as MSE(θ s ) = , and the 95% coverage probability (CP) as CP(θ s ) = The results from the simulation study for varying sample sizes comparing the ZOAB-RE and the LS models are listed in Table 4 , while Figure 4 presents a visual comparison of the models (bold line for the ZOAB-RE model and dashed line for the LS model) for β 0 and β 1 . From Table 4 , as expected, the absolute values of the relative bias of the parameters are much larger for the SL model as compared to the ZOAB-RE model. Estimates of both p 0 and p 1 show positive relative bias, while it is mostly negative for the other parameters. While comparing MSEs for β 0 (the intercept term) , the LS model seem to perform better than the ZOAB-RE model for low sample sizes, comparable for other sizes, and finally the ZOAB-RE outperforms the LS for n = 200. For β 1 , the MSEs for the LS model remain lower until it reverses for n = 200. For ϕ and σ 2 , MSEs are uniformly lower for the ZOAB-RE as compared to the LS model. The CP always remains higher for the ZOAB-RE model as compared to the LS model across all parameters. Interestingly, the CP for ϕ and σ 2 is 0 for the LS model. Table 4 : Relative bias, mean squared error (MSE), and coverage probabilities (CP) of the the parameter estimates after fitting the ZOAB-RE and LS models to simulated data for various sample sizes. ZOAB-RE model SL Model Parameter n = 50 n = 100 n = 150 n = 200 n = 50 n = 100 n = 150 n = In summary, when data is generated from a ZOAB-RE model with responses in [0, 1], parameter estimates of the intercept term and fixed effects (β 0 and β 1 here) might not be affected that much when using the LS transform with respect to MSEs, but exhibit poorer performances in terms of relative bias, and coverage probabilities. Hence, the LS transformation might not be adequate even in the presence of a moderate number of 0's and 1's, and further simulation studies (not presented here due to sake of brevity) reveal poorer performances with increase in the proportion of 0's and 1's.
Conclusions
Motivated by the classical development of Ospina & Ferrari (2010) , we develop a model for clustered responses in [0, 1], and apply it to an interesting dataset on PD. We also develop tools for detecting outlying observations using q-divergence measures, and quantify their effect on the posterior estimates of model parameters. Both simulation studies and real data application corroborates seeking an appropriate theoretical model over utilizing some data transformations to the responses for a simpler model. Note that the proposition of Ospina & Ferrari (2010) random effects) is termed 'Inflated Beta distributions'. Typically, for cases of value-inflation, such as the zero-inflated counts of Lachenbruch (2002) , or the zero-inflated (longitudinal) continuous data as in Ghosh & Albert (2009) , inflation occurs when the probability mass of a value exceeds what is allowed by the proposed (underlying) distribution. This is certainly not the case here, and following Hatfield et al. (2012) , we prefer to call it an 'augmented' model over an 'inflated' model. Our models can be fitted using standard available software packages, such as R and WinBUGS, with easy access to practitioners in the field. Our current development treats the parameters p 0 , p 1 , the probabilities that the response is a 0, or 1, respectively, and ϕ (the dispersion parameter) to be constants, and estimable from the data. This assumption is primarily to seek a parsimonious model to address the homogeneity of the subjects (all Type-2 diabetic African-Americans), and also our focus on quantifying covariateresponse relationships for responses which are still 'at risk' of developing PD (i.e., Y ∈ (0, 1)). The cases Y = 0 and Y = 1 represent extreme (disease-free and completely diseased) situations, and we tackle this by augmenting these extremities to the original BR proposition, and connect the model covariates to µ i j , the conditional expected proportion of diseased sites in (0, 1). Although regressing over γ i j (the conditional expectation of the true augmented Beta response, conditional over random effects) was not worthwhile as in Model 2 for this dataset, it might certainly be important in a different application. Also, other applications might consider the probabilities p 0 and p 1 varying with subject and the clustered units, i.e., p 0i j and p 1i j , and estimating them from the data (via priors), or regressing over model covariates. It is also of interest to investigate presence of thick/heavy tails in the underlying ZOAB-RE proposition, and model the random effect term b i using a robust t-density over a Normal density, as in Figueroa-ZúñIga et al. (2012) . For our dataset, the results were very similar using a t-density, and hence we did not consider that route.
Our current analysis considers a 'clustered' cross-sectional periodontal proportion data. Often, these study subjects might be randomized to dental treatments, and subsequent longitudinal followups, leading to a clustered-longitudinal proportion data, where one might be interested to estimate the profiles (both overall, and subject level) in the proportion of diseased surfaces of the four tooth-types with time. Our ZOAB-RE can certainly be extended to such situations with proper consideration to the GLMM random effects specifications. Other propositions available in the literature on modeling clustered (or longitudinal) proportion responses include simplex mixedeffects models Qiu et al. (2008) , robust transformation modelsSong & Tan (2000); Zhang et al. (2009), etc . How these models compare with ours, and ways to adapt these to proportion responses in [0, 1] are immediate components of future research, and will be considered elsewhere.
